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ABSTRACT
The United States Senate's Subcommittee on Juvenile

Justice heard testimony on minority overrepresentation in the
juvenile justice system and the sentencing of minorities within that
system. In particular, the Subcommittee heard testimony from eight
witnesses who suggested short- and long-term approaches for helping
to eliminate racial Dias in the juvenile justice system, as well as
the need for more family are'. community services. Before the witnesses
testified, Senator J. R. Biden, Jr., addressed the subcommittee on
the pressing nature of the issues. The following witnesses appeared
in two panels: (1) T. Cavalier, an apprentice at Youth Development,
Inc. (Albuquerque, New Mexico); (2) R. Chavez, the Assistant
Executive Director of Youth Development, Inc. (Albuquerque, New
Mexico); (3) 1. Fulwood, Jr., Chief of Police in Washington (District
of Columbia); (4) C. Hunter, a graduate of Kenosha County (Wisconsin)
Community-Based Services Program; (5) D. Ramirez, a judge in Denver
(Colorado); (6) L. LeFlore of the Institute of Juvenile Oustice
Administration and Delinquency Prevention (Hattiesburg, Mississippl);
(7) C. Williams of the Center for the Study of Social Policy
(Washington, District of Columbia); and (8) C. O'Donnell of the
Center for Youth Research, University of Hawaii (Honolulu, Hawaii).
The witnesses deecribed their personal experiences eit!ler as minority
individuals in the juvenile justice system or as workers within the
system and made suggestions for change and correction. (JB)
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MINORITY OVERREPRESENTATION IN THE
JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM

TUESDAY, JUNE 25, 1991

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON JUVENILE JUSTICE,

COMMTTTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room
SD-226, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Herb Kohl (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. HERBERT KOHL, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF WISCONSIN

Senator Korn,. Good morning. I am pleased to call this hearing to
order. Today, we are going to take a hard look at the increasing
numbers of minority youth in the juvenile justice system and the
sentences that they receive.

The United Negro College Fund reminds us that "A mind is a
terrible thing to waste," but with respect to blacks in the juvenile
justice system, we certainly have not listened. Blacks account for
no more than 17 percent of the total adolescent population, and yet
nearly 40 percent of the kids in State-run detention centers are
black.

More troubling still is that black teens are four times more likely
to face incarceration than their white counterparts who commit
the same offense, and that more young black men in this country
are in the criminal justice system than, in fact, are in college.

Some argue that young black males are put in jail at higher
rates simply because they commit more offenses, but last year the
National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges found that
the disparate handling of minority juveniles plays a major role in
their overrepresentation, from arrest to detention to incarceration.

Blacks are not the only minority group disproportionately repre-
sented. When we began locking up more kids in the early 1980's,
the numbers of Hispanic, Asian American and Native American
adolescents behind bars also increased. In fact, minority youth as a
whole represented 93 percent of that increase.

The cost of such minority overrepresentation in human terms is
well known. Putting kids who are not violent in secure settings in-
creases the risk that they will suffer mental and physical health
problems and end up unemployed or homeless. More tragically, it
increases the risk that they will become career criminals.

(12
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The costs in fiscal terms are just as staggering. According to the
Justice Department, this year it will cost over $2 billion to confine
young people in public and private facilities. That total keeps on
climbing. In fact, the cost of confining a juvenile in a training
school has risen 30 percent in constant dollars over the past
decade.

This morning's hearing comes none too soon. By the turn of the
century, one out of every three adolescents in this country will be a
member of a minority group. As such, they will make up a large
portion of the new entrants to the work force. We cannot expect to
remain competitive in the global marketplace if we put the fastest
growing group of new workers behind bars.

Today, our expert witnesses will lay out a number of short.- and
long-term approaches for helping to eliminate racial bias in e ju-
venile justice system. They will tell us that training and more ob-
jective guidelines would help restore equity, as would improving
the quality and quantity of legal representation for minority of-
fenders.

The sad truth is that more than half of all juveniles waive their
right to counsel. The right to counsel was guaranteed by the Su-
preme Court more than 20 years ago. Even more disturbing is the
evidence suggesting that even when minority youth do have attor-
neys, oftentimes they do not always get competent ones.

Our witnesses today will focus on the need for more family and
community services. Minority families are less likely to obtain a
wide range of prevention and intervention services. According to
one survey, white families were three to four times more likely to
be assisted by health, education and social service organizations
than black or Hispanic families. Making family- and community-
based delinquency prevention a priority for minority youth would
go a long way toward reducing their numbers in the justice system.

As chairman, I will be looking at these approaches and others.
The scales of justice were never meant to be color-coded, and we
will remain a strong and free nation if, and only if we provide
equal opportunity and justice for all young Americans.

We have a statement from the chairman of the full committee,
Senator Biden, which we will insert into the record at this point.

[The prepared statement of Senator Biden follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH R. RIVEN. JR.. A U S. SENATOR FROM THE

STATE OF DELAWARE

This is the second hearing to be held the Juvenile Justice Subcommittee on the
problems facing America's youth. Today s hearing will focus on the problem of mi-
nority overrepresentation in the juvenile system.

Public outrage over the plight of children in our juvenile justice system led to en-
actment of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Act of 1974. By far the most corn .
prehensive and far-reaching piece of legislation to be enacted on jeveniles, the act
represented our Nation's first clear commitment to improve the quality of our juve-
nile justice system

To help States improve the quality of their juvenile justice system, the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act contained several mandates for States to
follow in order to receive their grant money. Some of the mast basic goals of the
mandate were the removal of juveniles from adult jails and prisons, and the remov-
al of runaways and other status offender from secure detention facilities.

But the act was amended in 1988 to contain another important mandatethe one
we are concerned with today. In 1988 Congress amended the act to require States to
reduce the proportion of minority youth in confinement. Each State is to determine
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whether minority youth are confined in scure facilities in disproportionate numbers,
and if so, to develop effective strategies to address the problem.

Our Nation has only just begun to address this serious problem. Far from develop-
ing effective strategies to deal with this problem, many States are still in the proc-
ess of developing data collection systems. For those States that have gathered pre-
liminary statistics, the question remains on how best to deal with the problem.

According to the latest Children in Custody Report prepared by the OliTice of Juve-
nile Justice and Delinquency Preventionon a given day in this country, over
53.50 juveniles are held in .ublic custody facilities. Of the approximately 53,000 ju-
veniles in custody, over 30,14 I are minorities. That is, almost 60 percent of juveniles
held in public facilities are either black, Hispanic, or other ethnic minorities.

Furthermore, between 1987 and 1989, the number of black and Hispanic juveniles
in custody increased 14 percent and 10 percent, respectively. However, the number
of white juveniles held in custody decreased by 5 percent.

It is clear that the problem of minority overrepresentation in our juvenile justice
system is indicative of a larger, more disturbing problem in our society.

Today, for the first time in the United States, we are witnessing a new generation
of children who are truly disadvantaged. One in four babies in this country is born
into poverty. For the millions of children born into poverty, too many of them are
accustomed to the pain and disparity of community violence, aids, homelessness,
and substance abuse. Minority communities are especially vulnerable to the prob-
lem of poverty, high unemployment, few educational opportunities, and violence.

Homicide is the second leading cause of death among the 15- to 24-year-old. For
black youth, it is the leading cause of death among the 15- to 24-year-old. The abun-
dance of firearms on our streets has much to do with the increase in violence. Be-
tween 1984 and 1986, the number of youths ages 15 to 24 killed by firearms was up
16 percent and up 20 percent for black youths.

Federal and State programs designed to assist our young people have not kept
pace with the rapidly changing face of American society. An effective Federal re-
sponse to juvenile delinquency must incorporate the special needs of minority youth.
Although we have begun to make progress in this area, too many youth in this
Nation continue to suffer.

We have an enormous task ahead of us. But today's hearing marks the first im-
portant step in helping to address some of the most serious problems that plague
our juvenile justice systemincluding minority overrepresentation. I welcome the
opportunity to work with my colleagues Senator Kohl and Senator Brown to con-
front this issue.

Senator KOHL. Our first panel this morning will give us a per-
spective of young people, community advocates, and law enforce-
ment on this issue. I would like to call Cantrell Hunter, Tomas
Cavalier, Rudy Chavez, and Chief of Police Isaac Fulwood to the
witness table.

Is Cantrell Hunter here?
[No response.]
Senator KOHL. He is flying in from Wisconsin and perhaps not

with us yet this morning.
Tomas Cavalier earned his high school diploma through a GED

program at Youth Development, Inc. [YDI], in Albuverque, NM.
Tomas is now serving as an apprentice painter in YDI s small busi-
ness program. Accompanying Tomas is Rudy Chavez, the assistant
executive director of YDI. Rudy has been with YDI for almost 20
years, working with delinquent and at-risk youth. Due to his ef-
forts, YDI has made tremendous progress in reducing minority
overrepresentation in Albuquerque's juvenile justice system.

We are also honored today to have with us Chief Isaac Fulwood,
representing the District of Columbia Police Department. Chief
Fulwood has been an eloquent spokesperson about the need for
community and family programs for youth in trouble. We look for-
ward to hearing his views on minority youth and the juvenile jus-
tice system in our Nation's capital.

Tomas, why don't we start with you?

7
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PANEL CONSISTING OF TOMAS CAVALIER, APPRENTICE, YOUTH
DEVELOPMENT, INC., ALBUQUERQUE, NM; RUDY CHAVEZ, AS-
SISTANT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, YOUTH DEVELOPMENT, INC.,
ALBUQUERQUE, NM; ISAAC FULWOOD, JR, CHIEF OF POLICE,
METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT, WASHINGTON, DC: AND
CANTRELL HUNTER, GRADUATE OF KENOSHA COUNTY COM-
MUNITY-BASED SERVICES PROGRAM, KENOSHA, WI, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY DENNIS BEDFORD

STATEMENT OF TOMAS CAVALIER
Mr. CAVALIER. Good morning, Mr. Kohl. I would like to thankyou for having me here, and thank Youth Development for helpingme out. There is no doubt in my mind, if it wasn't for Youth Devel-

opment, I would be in prison at this time.
I would like to start my testimony by reading a letter from mymother:

Today, I received the news that my son, Tomas Cavalier. was selected to attendthe Youth Development, Inc., Senate hearings in Washington, DC. Needless to say, Iam very proud of Tomas. He has been an inspiration to the family. Being a singleparent responsible for sole support of my family, it has not always been easy raisingmy children, but I have always maintained my faith in God to give me the strengthnecessary to stand by them.
Tomas is a very talented individual. He is the youngest of my three sons. I haveexperienced great tragedies in my life. Drugs affect everyone in this country of ours.My family has been touched by this painful reality. Luckily, Tomas found programslike the Police Athletic League and the Youth Development Program. He is a three-time Golden Gloves Champion and a five-time Ju.nior Olympic Champion.YDI has impacted Tomas in a very positive manner by providing job counseling,personal guidance, and meaningful work experience for him. The program helpsmany youth in our community which has been devastated by the influx of drugsand crime. Those individuals in charge of these programs, however, have stoodsteadfast in their commitment to youth such as Tomas that we will not permit thesenegative influences to take over our children's lives.
In my work for the New Mexico Department of Labor, I supervise youth partici-pants from YDI. I derive great satisfaction in working with these youth. I havegreat faith that we can make a difference by providing meaningful work experienceand guidance. The particiwts that have been referred to us are eager, enthusias-tic, bright and full of youthful energy.
We owe the youth of our country a responsibility to help them realize their goalsand aspirations. In my opinion, Y1)1 has accepted that responsibility and deservesall the support from our country's leaders to continue their struggle on behalf of theyouth in our great country.
Listen to what Tomas has to say about VDT because he speaks from experienceand represents many other youth who have benefitted in a very positive way fromtheir efforts. Sincerely. Flora Cavalier.
I started with YDI when I was 15. I dropped out of school andstarted hanging with an older crowd and getting in trouble, drink-ing, and I started getting involved with gangs and drugs. I was re-ferred to YDI by a relative, and they took me in and they reallyhelped me. They taught me a trade.
I think we need more programs like the Youth Development Pro-gram that go out into the community; they go into your homes.There are other young men in the company that don't even have aplace to stay; they have group homes for them. They are out there;they show a lot of support and interest in the young people of ourcommunity.
There is no doubt in my mind, if I wouldn't have gone to YDI, Iwould be in prison at this time. I wouldn't be here testifying. And I
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would like to thank Senator Kohl and Youth Development and
your staff, and thank you very much.

Senator KOHL. Good. Thank you, Tomas.
Mr. Chavez.

STATEMENT OF RUDY CHAVEZ

Mr. CHAVEZ. Senator Kohl, my name is Rudy Chavez. I am the
assistant executive director for Youth Development in Albuquer-
que. First, let rne thank you for the opportunity to come before you
and testify this morning.

I represent Youth Development, Inc., a nonprofit, community-
based organization in Albuquerque, NM, that has been in existence
since 1971. Twenty years ago, our agency came into existence for
the purpose of delinquency prevention. Since that time, YDI has
grown into the largest community-based comprehensive youth serv-
ice system in the State of Mexico.

In our two decades of serving the youth of our community, it has
become increasingly apparent that the youth of our Nation face far
more obstacles than what we faced when we were growing up. Our
attempts at preventing delinquency are rooted in the community
and the family. Unless we attack these problems at their very root,
our chances for success will be slim.

In New Mexico alone, the number of minority youth incarcerated
is at a shocking 85 percent. While YDI has met with much success
in helping to prevent juvenile delinquency, and thus incarceration
of minority youth, our efforts and funding have not kept pace with
the increase in population and problems.

Most of the JTPA funds that go to oui State through formula
grants primarily go to pay for jail removal. Few, if any, go into pre-
vent activities or programs. Unless our society fully recognizes the
need to provide more alternatives to our young people, our incar-
ceration rate and the rates of incarcerating minority youth will
continue to rise. I wish I could be more positive on this note, but
all the facts point to the contrary.

The burden of providing community-based alternatives for delin-
quency prevention falls on nonprofit programs like YDI. We lead a
hand-to-mouth existence, never knowing from one year to the next
if we will survive. At the national, State and local levels, we are
almost always at the bottom of the list when it comes to the alloca-
tion of scarce resources and funds.

While we have proven that we can be successful preventing juve-
nile delinquency, we have not been as successful in educating the
public as to what our needs are. On a more positive note, we now
know that it is vitally important to address the underlying causa-
tive factors of juvenile delinquency, and that is the only way we
can prevent delinquency.

It is of little use to involve a youth in a counseling program if we
do not address the economic, social and individual needs of the
family, One cannot logically assume that a youth's life will be
turned around in any short-tem effort. The problem must be ad-
dressed on a holistic level that not only includes the immediate
family, but also the community in which the family resides. It is
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for these reasons that YDI lives, works and plays in our neighbor-
hoods that we serve.

We have attempted to look beyond the status quo in designing
programs to deter juvenile delinquency. YDI's 20 years of program-
matic experience has taught us that it is critical that in order to
effectively serve the needs of high-risk youth, programmatic models
that are holistically designed must be priority if we are to be suc-
cessful.

YDI is a program that continually attempts to meet the compre-
hensive needs of the youth in our community and is continually
recognized as a model program. The following is but a synopsis of
YDI's accomplishments.

YDI has been formally recognized by the past three Presidents as
an exemplary youth service program. YDI is the recipient of the
Job Training Partnership Act Presidential Award in 1989 and 1991
for exemplary youth employment and training programs.

YDI received the National Achievement Award by the National
Association of Counties on three separate occasions, 1979, 1982, and
1986. We were recognized by the Coalition on Spanish-Speaking
Mental Health and Human Service Organization twice, and re-
ceived the National Exemplary Award in 1982 and 1986.

We have been formally recognized as an exemplary youth pro-
gram by the International Association of City Managers in 1986,
and since our inception in 1971 we have served well in excess of
40,000 youth in the city of Albuquerque, County of Bernalillo, State
of New Mexico.

Presently, YDI has under its umbrella approximately 30 differ-
ent programs wherein we serve youth who are referred to our
agency. In addition to those programs, we have created two subsidi-
aries to our organization, one in the form of a community develop-
ment corporation where we are now involved in a number of eco-
nomic development types of projects to do a couple thingscreate
jobs, and it also allows us the opportunity to develop additional re-
sources to support our ongoing programs.

That is my testimony, Senator. Thank you.
Senator Kom..,. Thank you, Mr. Chavez.
Chief Fulwood.

STATEMENT OF ISAAC FULWOOD, JR.

Mr. Fimwoon Good morning, Senator Kohl. I am very pleased to
have this special opportunity to participate in this important and
timely hearing on minority youth overrepresentation in the juve-
nile justice system. I especially want to commend you and other
members of the subcommittee for having the vision and concern to
hold this public hearing on such an unresolved and complex issue.
I am delighted to have been invited.

In the District of Columbia, 70 percent of our city's population is
African American. Our arrest and incarceration levels reflect an
even greater level of minority representation. I think it is critical
that, as a government, we begin to focus on the cause of minority
overrepresentation and the plight of minority youth in our inner
cities.
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Many of the experiences we have had as law enforcement officers
clearly show that broken homes, high dropout rates, parental ne-
glect and physical abuse are major contributing factors. The lack of
economic opportunity also puts these youth at risk of being victims

or perpetrators of crime.
lOuring the past 2 years, the Metropolitan Police Department has

developed, implemented and supported an unprecedented number
of delinquency prevention and youth programming initiatives.
These include a parent-to-parent hot line, late-night hoops basket-
ball, an annual golf tournament to raise funds to support our youth
programs, and a federally funded training program for youth to
learn property management and self-sufficiency. These programs
have not only been very beneficial to our city, but have afforded us
the opportunity to learn a great deal from the young people with
whom we have interaction.

Our late-night hoops basketball program, which operated from
February 7 through May 18, each Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
night between the hours of 9 p.m. and 2 a.m., was an extremely
successful activity. Sixteen teams from public housing neighbor-
hoods participated. The program provided a wholesome activity to
300 to 400 youth and young adults each weekend night.

Although the program featured basketball, the real purpose was
to place young people in jobs, get them to return to school, or to
enroll them in a GED preparation program. In this short time
span, we were able to place 21 persons in jobs and encourage an-
other 30 to pursue their GED. Clearly, this is the type of program
that can make a difference in the lives of inner-city youth.

I am convinced that the Government must do a better job in cre-
sting systems to better support and serve families and children
who are at risk in many of our most blighted neighborhoods. Major
reform in government social service delivery systems is urgently
needed, and we have to do a better job of followup and in diverting
youth from the juvenile justice process.

Much of what we have been able to accomplish in the area of
youth programming is linked to our philosophical change to com-
munity policing. Our department's new community policing con-
cept is entitled Community Empowerment Policing, or CEP, the de-
partment's new philosophy and style of law enforcement practice
in the District of Columbia. Its emphasis is on problem solving,
which affords police and residents opportunities to work together
to address the underlying causes of crime and delinquency. I be-
lieve CEP will assist us in solving many of the criminal justice and
juvenile justice problems we currently face.

Senator Kohl, the problem facing urban America involving
crime, violence, and drugs must be solved. We must go beyond the
research and rhetoric. Last year, our police department arrested 69
juveniles for the crime of murder. Throughout the country, we are
seeing more juveniles engaged in criminal acts of violence. This is
a tragic commentary on our cities as well as our nation.

It is my opinion that many of the seemingly intractable problems
originating in our depressed communities are economically based.
That is why I think it is essential that we develop effective pro-
grams in education, employment and entrepreneurship that reach
those young people of greatest need, and those programs which are
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a success must be expanded and replicated in order to touch a
wider base of our cities' youth.

America's youth are our greatest resource, and consequently we
must make the growth and development of young people the Na-
tion's highest priority. Too many minority youth in the inner-city
communities of the District are in jeopardy. They don't have a
sense of optimism for the future. Many are not able to see the
world in a larger scope. We have to change this perspective.

It is incumbent upon each of us to intervene in the lives of at-
risk children. Our young people must be provided with expanded
life choices and options. It is very clear to me that the Federal Gov-
ernment must be an integral part of this process. I believe that
with your assistance and commitment to this task, we will be able
to solve many of the minority youth and juvenile justice system
problems facing our nation. In the words of one of our great an-
thropologists, when we save our children, we save ourselves.

We must improve our ability to divert young people from the
system. When they initially come into the system, oftentimes they
are immediately sent to court, as you indicated. Sometimes they
are not given adequate representation, so they don't know what
their choices are. Diversion is the route to go. It is not good enough
to talk tough about putting people in jail. Putting people in jail is
very costly and counterproductive. It is important for us to take
our young people, divert them from the system, divert them into
programs, and divert them by supporting families.

Thank you.
Senator KOHL. Thank you very much, Chief Fulwood.
I see we have Cantrell Hunter here this morning. Did you just

get in?
Mr. BEDFORD. Yes, we did; we made it.
Senator KOHL. Glad to have you with us.
Mr. BEDFORD. Thank you.
Senator KOHL. Would you like to make your statement, Cantrell?

Cantrell is from Kenosha, WI. We are happy to have you here,
Cantrell, and you are accompanied by Dennis Bedford, who is a
probation officer with Kenosha County. We are also happy to have
you here.

Go ahead, Cantrell.

STATEMENT OF CANTRELL HUNTER
Mr. HUNTER. What I was going to make my statement about is

that when I first got out on probation, I was doing good to get on
probation, but you have Dennis Bedford and other probation offi-
cers who are helping you as your mother helps you. It wasn't good
getting on there, but I had gotten into a little something where I
had no business getting there. I was at the wrong place at the
wrong time and I was just there.

Senator KOHL. All right.
Tomas, I would like to ask you a couple questions. How would

you describe the difference between yourself and your brothers?
Tell us a little bit about that, those differences.

Mr. CAVALIER. Yes. Wen, my brothers got involved in drugs at a
young age and they started out hanging out; they went to prison.
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You know, they always gave me their war names and I didn't want
to take them. We moved away from that neighborhood and I was
doing good boxing, and I started hanging out with that crowd, the
older crowd.

They didn't have, you know, YDI. At that time, they didn't, you
know, :lave that help. I had the opportunity and YDI was there to
help me, and my brothers, you know, they didn't have that same
help that T. bad.

Senator KOHL How many brothers do you have?
Mr. .WALIER There are four of us.
Senator KOHL. And you are
Mr. CAVALIER. I am the baby.
Senator KOHL. Ycu are the youngest?
Mr. CAVALIER. Yes, sir.
Senator Korn.. Where are your three other brothers right now,

Tomas?
Mr. CAVALIER. Well, one is in a rehabilitation center and one is

currently serving 18 months in prison.
SEW:it:Jr KOHL. Do you think the difference is YDI in your case?
Mr. CAVALIER. Yes, sir, definitely. I think YDI waslike I said, if

it wasn't for YDI, I know I woald be in prison at this time because
I was starting to get into, you know, little things, little things. You
know, I would have been in something real heavy. The crowd I was
hanging out with, a lot of older guys, you know, ex-consthey
didn't have anything to lose.

Senator KOHL All rEgLt. So you think it is pretty important to
have activities like YDI available for all the other kids who need
them in your home State?

Mr. CAVALIER. Yes, sir. YDIthey go into the community, they
go into your home. They have group homes for kids. They have a
lot of different programs to help out the youth, and they go, you
know, 100 percent. They go at nights, weekends; they are always
there to help out.

Senator KOHL. If there were the existence of YDI services for
your brothers, do you think they would not be .ihere they are
today?

Mr. CAVALIER. I think so because like YDI, they helped me and I
was headedstarted getting into following their footsteps, and YDI
was there to help me. I think if they would have been there, you
know, to help them, they wouldn't be where they are at now.

Senator KOHL. All right. Mr. Chavez, what else would you like to
see happen in New Mexico to reduce the number of minorities in
the juvenile justice system and the disproportionate sentences that
they receive?

Mr. CHAVEZ. Senator Kohl, I think it is critical that programs
such as ours which have a proven track record be replicated in
communities outside the Albuquerque area. New Mexico is a large
area. There are many rural communities that don't get the kind of
services that maybe Albuquerque does.

We become frustrated many times with the lack or the minimal
amount of funding that we get to fund some of our projects. It is a
continual ta3k for us. Year to year, we submit on the average of
probably 30 proposals for different sources of funds.

4 -;
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When we first began our program 20 years ago, we were a small
project that was funded by the county of Bernalillo and our task
was to provide outreach counseling and to identify youth and tie
them into existing services. Early on, we became extremely frus-
trated with the waiting list situation. Everywhere we went with
our kids, they were on a waiting list.

We found early on that the type of youth we were serving could
not afford to wait 2 weeks to get into a group home or a month to
get into a training program. So we very consciously decided that
we would build an organization where these young people that
came to us could be served all within one umbrella.

Right now, we have three group homes. We have a number of job
training programs funded through JTPA. We have a number of
education programs, which includes a State-licensed GED project.
We issue about 50 GElYs a year. We have a gang intervention pro-
gram. We are working approximately 33 housing projects in the Al-
buquerque area. We have AIDS education, substance abuse. We are
doing it through some very unique ways.

We use puppetry in the small schools. With our gang efforts, we
are targeting the young kids, the sisters and the brothers of the
gang members. We are really working the elementary schools to
deal with the issue of gangs, and we are using every resource we
can.

We think ii is important that our project be replicated. We have
the opportunity now to visit many programs not only in New
Mexico, but throughout the country, and we again become very
frustrated because we see efforts that are single-focused. And .we
have talked to many of these individuals from different programs,
including large programs ir. California in areas that deal with
gangs, and they have told us they missed the boat. They offer coun-
seling, but counseling itself does not work. Unless you have a job
component, an education component, a family counseling compo-
nent, you are going to miss the boat. We would love to see our ef-
forts replicated in different. areas throughout the country.

Senator KOHL Is New Mexico the only place with YDI right
now?

Mr. CHAVEZ. Yes. We are in New Mexico only.
Senator !coat,. What is your budget?
Mr. CHAVEZ. We have a budget of a little less than $4 mirk a

year, and we have a staff of about 150 people that work for its and
we have got about 2,000 youth employees that work for us through-
out the course of the year. And these are through the summer
JTPA programs, our stay-in-school programs. We have got etay-in-
school dropout prevention programs, GED programs.

Senator KOHL. SO your budget is about $4 million a year?
Mr. CHAVEZ. Yes.
Senator KOHL. And where do you get that money, Mr. Chavez?
Mr. CHAVEZ. Those moneys come to us through approximately,

the last time we counted, about 40 different sources per year, and
these sources are year-to-year grants. We, again, have become ex-
perts in the proposal writing area. We get moneys from United
Way, we get a number of State grants, a number of Federal grants,
foundation, city, county.

4
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We feel it is important to continue to seek funds. Our newest

effort has been in the area of housing and economic development.

What we have done recently is we hasz developed and implement-

ed a community development corporation, which is a 501(cX3) non-

profit subsidiary to YDI.
A year ago, we opened up our painting company. This next year,

we are projecting to generate about $250,000 from the painting

company. These are all young individuals such as Tomas who came

to us through our gang program that are apprentices; they are ap-

prentice painters. Tomas is working toward his journeyman's li-

cense. His salary is not minimum wage.
One of our endeavors was to pay our young people and train

them in areas where they can make more than minimum wage.

Tomas' base salary is $7.19 an hour, and on many of the jobs that

we have bid on and were able to get, his salary is Davis-Bacon

wages. He is getting close to $12 an hour fairly continuously in all

the jobs we are getting.
We will generate, like I said, about $250,000 from our painting

company. We are opening up a restaurant next month in the down-

town part of Albuquerque. Again, it is for the purpose of creating

jobs and generating resources. All the moneys that we make above

our costs for those particular projects go back into YDI to support

our group homes, to support any other of our endeavors that we

are involved in.
Senator KOHL. How many of the kids you are servjng are male

and how many are female? Do you have any idea?
Mr. CHAVEZ. Female, we are at 52 percent; male, we are at 48

percent.
Senator KOHL. The kids you are serving?
Mr. CHAVEZ. Yes.
Senator KOHL. There are more--
Mr. CHAVEZ. There are more females than males.
Senator KOHL In yout ;,rog-ram?
Mr. CHAVEZ. Yes.
Senator KOHL Any other statement you would like to make on

YDI, yourself, what you are doing, how important it is?

Mr. CHAVEZ. We feel, again, it is extremely important for individ-

uals that are involved in serving high-risk youth to really develop

their funding base, to leverage those funds that they get. When we

began, it was a funding commitment from the county of Bernalillo,

and the county commissioners realized very er7ly on that they
could not foot the bill for everything that we wanted Lo do.

So their mandate to us was, take these funds and leverage them,

go out and see if you can attract additional funds. We feel that we

have a very good success record in doing that. It is a continual
struggle. There are projects that we implement one year and the

next year, due to lack of funds that really had nothing to do with

the quality of servicesit either resulted in a political decision or

an economic situation where the dollars weren't therewe have
had to drop certain programs. It is extremely hard to produce long-

term results when you have short-term funds.
Senator KOHL. Thank you.
Cantrell, how important is it to have programs like Kenosha to

help other kids in Wisconsin in trouble.?

15
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Mr. HUNTER. It is important to have programs like adalts and
mothers come together, and also probation officers come together,
just to help that one child to better himself or herself.

Senator KOHL. I understand that Dennis Bedford, who is with
you, was your basketball coach. How did basketball help you, Can-
trell?

Mr. HUNTER. It was basketball, the Spanish center, and plus I
was working. So I was occupied and I didn't have a chance to do
anything.

nator KOHL. Do you play a lot of basketball?
Mr. HtwrEa. Yes.
Senator KOHL. Yes. Are you a Bulls fan?
Mr. HUNTER. Yes.
Mx. BEDFORD. He is from Chicago, Senator, his background.
Senator KOHL. You rre from Chicago?
Mr. HUNTER. Yes, sir,
Senator KOHL. OK. Mr. Bedford, any comments you would like to

make to us today?
Mr. BEDFORD. Only just to reemphasize what the gentleman said

there. It is real crucial, I think, in Kenosha County that we not
only maintain our level of funding now for preventive programs,
but we need to also increase, Senator. People like myself who are
in the trenches are in a real battle to keep the kids out of trouble.

I know we just got out of a war over in the Persian Gulf, but we
are in the middle of a war, also. Last week, I lost a .,4-year-old who
was selling drugs, and we have good reason to believe that we have
a lot of young kids, as young as 8, 9 years old, out on the street
making money, $100, watching out.

I have been working with the gang diversion program in Keno-
sha County for about 7 years since the inception when we received
a State grant for that program, and I have seen the gang problem
go up and down. I need not tell you at this particular time it is at a
scary moment because the gangs are starting to really get into con-
trolling the drugs in Kenosha. We have had -1 lot of movement
from Illinois, and I think our legal people know that, but they are
in a battle to try to put a stop to this.

The programs that we have that Cantrell and his friends have
taken advantage ofback to school, trying to get these kids to re-
ceive GED or whatever, to try to find work, employment, to keep
them busy in constructive, positive alternatives as opposed to the
negative things like the gangs. It is amazing when wt. see a young
man like Cantrell come through our system and then still live
among a lot of those negative factors. There are gangs, drugs all in
his neighborhood, and he is surviving and he is starting to turn his
life around, starting to really get it together.

He can probably tell you more stories about his relatives and his
friends who are still out there getting in trouble, still out there
dealing in gang activity. But it is a battle.

Senator KOHL. You are a probation officer in Kenosha County
and have been one for 14 years.

Mr. BEDFORD. Yes, a little over 14 years now.
Senator KOHL. How do you describe the situation on the street

today from it was 5 years ago?

t;
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Mr. BEDFORD. It is a little worse. In early 1983, 1984, we had a lot
of influx of people coining from different areas for a better life
Gary, Indiana, Chicago, et cetera. We were really in a battle then
trying to get a handle on that, and we had to implement a lot of
programs. With the State's help and a few federally funded grants,
v..; were able to implement some new programs to start to attack
that. We saw results.

I think over the course of the last 18 months, we are facing a
different problem and an increase in those gang activities and the
drug activities. So we are up against some sophisticated adults who
are really trying to use our young kids for the worse. So it is a
battle.

Right now, it is really kind of scary, and I try to emphasize that
to my superiors from time to time, and I am sure other people that
are working the streets, like the police officers, are doing the same
thing. At this point, we haven't implemented any new programs
because, you know, times are tight and the funding sources are
kind of drying up, but we need to, we really do.

Senator KOHL. Thank you, Mr. Bedford.
Chief Fulwood, some experts suggest that police are more likely

to arrest minority youth than divert them into community pro-
s because the money from community programs has dried up.

or example, police foundations used to fund programs for kids at
risk, but now for the most part they lack the funds.

Do you think that that is the case, and if so what should we do
about it, Chief Fulwood?

Mr. FULWOOD. I certainly think that the likelihood of a minority
youth being arrested and put immediately into the criminal justice
pProcess is probably greater than if you arrest a white youth. The
level of crime and violence that police officers see every day is
enormous, and it changes from year to year and it gets worse
rather than getting better.

What nftds to occur is a greater level of funding for two differ-
ent groups of people, and for the sake of discussion those persons
who are at risk early on that have not entered the process that a
police officer comes in contact with need to be able to be diverted
into other programs, such as, in the District of Columbia, the Met-
ropolitan Police Boys and Girls Club, which we use as a part of our
ear'y-warning system, putting young people in there prior to put-
ting them into the system if they are charged with minor offenses.
Therefore, they don't formally enter the process.

Then those young people that actually enter the juvenile justice
system itself who may be incarceratRcl on the first serious offense
or may not be incarcerated, put back into the street and not have
family support systems, social services programs that are readily
availableif you will, SOS systemsall too often, if you could turn
this kid back into his home and you had the social worker that was
readily available to go by to talk with the family, flnd out how that
family is functioning, whether it is dysfunctioning, it would make a
critical difference. These programs need to be funded.

The one thing that I have learned over timeI am a member of
the IACP, International Association of Chiefs of Police, Major City
Chiefs. We all know that you need to fund these social services
front-side programs. If you don't do that, then we are not going to
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win this ball game. We have got to have a place to divert young
people to. That is where the problem lies.

I guarantee you that the probationary officer there probably is
carrying a caseload that is astronomical; no way he can get to all
the people, no way. He needs to have a smaller caseload so that he
can devote that time to individual persons, where he can get
aroun I and visit families and really do the kind of analysis so that
he can get the proper support.

Senator Kola.. In that connection, Chief Fulwood, back in the
1950's and 1960's we used to have the concept of a kiddie cop, an
officer who was specialized and devoted his time to working with
young people. Do we have that sort of an organization functioning
today?

Mr. Fuiwoon. Well, we have some of them in some police depart-
ments. In the District of Columbia, we have officer-friendly and we
have youth awareness programs where these officers specifically
specialize in dealing with young people. Those programs are suc-
cessful programs.

What you end up with, if you are a major-city chiefas the
homicide rate increases, as the shootings increase on the street and
drug trafficking increases, you tend to divert those resources to
other things, the more critical things, I guess, if you will, whereas
you need to keep the officer involved in working with young people
bemuse it can make a difference.

Senator KOHL How does the dropout rate affect juvenile delin-
quency here in the District? What is the correlation between the
dropout rate--

Mr. FuLwoon. Right now, the dropout rate in the District of C,o-
lumbia is about 55 percent. Most of the young people that we end
up arresting are dropouts. The thing that is so didurbing about
this, Senator, is that we know what the risk factors are.

We know that if you are in a dysfunctioning family with one
parent that the likelihood that you are going to drop out of school
increases. You are not going to be able to be gainfully employed,
and training programs have dried up over the last 10 years. We
know what the risk factors are. My frustration is I just don't think
that we have the political will to make a decision that we are going
to save young people, especially minority young peopleAsians,
Hispanics and blacks. I think we have got to make a serious com-
mitment to it. If we don't, unfortunately, we will have this hearing
next year.

Senator Korn- You said that where you have a one-parent
family, right off the bat you start in big, big trouble.

Mr. Flamm). Absolutely. You are at serious risk.
Senator KOHL. Well, I want to ask you a question. How does soci-

ety make a decision to reduce the number of one-parent families?
Mr. FULIVOOD. By building better social service support where if

the male is in the home initially and he ends up leavingif you
have social workers to work with that family so they can work
through a process to keep the male in the houseif the male is un-
employed, 9 times out of 10 he is not going to be there. He is going
to go off and he is going to be out in the community getting into a
lot of different things.
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If we had social service support systems that will work with that
family to somehow or another keep that male in the house, provide
training for the male so he can become gainfully employed, he will
be there to serve as a role model.

If you look at the public housing in the District of Columbia, I
believe that 85 percent of the people that live there, tiis family is
headed by a female who is struggling to try to raise a male kid who
is 16, 17 years old, who may be involved in all kinds of activities.
His mother can't control him He needs a male there to assist with
clarifying what the roles are. I mean, that is where we are falling
through the crack, and we haven't done a good job in even trying
to address it.

I mean, some of the rules, as you well know, social services
rulesyou are better off not having a male in the house because
you get help quicker. We ought to change all those rules to encour-
age the male to stay in the house.

Senator KOHL All right. Well, I would like to thank this panel
very much. You have been dramatic and very useful to us, and we
appreciate your taking the time and making the effort to come
here today and help us understand the problem. Thank you very
much.

Mr. FULWOOD. We thank you for hav ing us.
Mr. CHAVEZ. Thank you, Senator.
Senator KOHL. Our second panel of witnesses includes juvenile

justia experts from Hawaii to the District of Columbia. and I
would like to ask them to come to the table at this time.

Judge David Ramirez is from the Denver Juvenile Court where
he has presided for 3 years. He has thought a great deal about the
problems of minority youth in the juvenile justice system and we
look forward to hearing his testimony.

Dr. Larry LeFlore is from the Institute of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention at the University of Southern Mississippi.
He conducted the research and wrote last year's report on minority
youth for the National Council of Juvenile and Family Court
Judges, and we are glad to have you with us, Mr. LeFlore, to dis-
cuss that report.

Dr. Carol Williams is a senior research analyst at the Center for
Social Policy here in Washington, DC. Although her academic and
police background is in child welfare services, Dr. Williams started
her career as a probation officer, so she is in a unique position to
tell us about the parallels between minority kids in juvenile justice
and child welfare systems.

Finally, Dr. Cliff O'Donnell is director of the Center for Youth
Research at the University of Hawaii. He is also associated with
the Consortium on Children and the Law in charge of briefing Con-
gress. We look forward to hearing about Hawaii's efforts to set up
community-based alternatives to juvenile detention and correction-
al facilities.

Mr. Ramirez.

n
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PANEL CONSISTING OF DAVID RAMIREZ, JUDGE, DENVER JUVE-
NILE COURT, DENVER, CO; LARRY LeFLORE, INSTITUTE OF JU-
VENILE JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION AND DELINQUENCY PRE-
VENTION, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI, HATTIES-
BURG, MS; DR, CAROL WILLIAMS, CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF
SOCIAL POLICY, WASHINGTON, DC; AND DR. CLIFFORD O'DON-
NELL, DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR YOUTH RESEARCH, UNIVERSI-
TY OF HAWAII, HONOLULU, HI

STATEMENT OF JUDGE DAVID RAMIREZ

Judge RAMIREZ. Good morning, Senator. As you stated, I am a ju-
venile court judge in Denver, CO. I have been a judge for 6 years,
and my experience in juvenile justice started with my graduation
in 19'78 from the University of Iowa. As a legal aid attorney, I rep-
resented hundreds of minority indigent families, especially chil-
dren. Many were unable to receive the necessary hfe-sustaining
services most of us receive without asking, services like basic habit-
able housing., medical care, and education.

I also worked as a prosecutor for the city of Denver and prosecut-
ed thousands of cases in 4 years. As a city attorney, I supervised a
staff of 13 attorneys and coordinated the office policy. In this posi-
tion, I again witnessed the consequences of people being deprived of
basic human services. It was apparent that we were unable to
reduce the growth of criminal activity or compensate victims of
crime.

The makeup of the defendants that I saw as a prosecutor was the
same as my clients at legal aidpoor, uneducated minority fami-
lies. From these experiences, I realized that we were not respond-
ing to the demands of minority youth. Prior to my appointment to
the bench in 1985, I developed the fimt proposal for a municipal
juvenile court in Denver. Historically, municipal juvenile courts
are few in number, and I believe Denver is one of a few cities na-
tionwide that has a municipal juvenile court.

After 2 years of working on this project, I was able to implement
Denver's first municipal juvenile court and sat as its judge for over
2 years. Subsequently, in 1989, I was appointed to the State juve-
nile court bench. During the years that I was on the municipal
court bench, I heard over 15,000 cases. From my other experiences,
I tried to implement programs that would rehabilitate the juve-
niles, compensate victims, and educate parents. Our recidivism rate
was less than 10 percent for the 2 years I presided over that court.

From my 13 years of experience as an attorney and a judge, I
can advise you that minority youth are overrepresented in the ju-
venile justice system. I believe that we have developed a system of
benign institutional racism. From the time of arrest to prowcution
to eventual out-of-home placement, minority youth are represented
at rates far in excess of their numbers in the general population.

Nationally, a study done in 1987 showed that over 50 percent of
al youth held in public detention facilities were minority youth. In
Colorado, studies in 1987 through 1989 suggest similar numbers.
While Anglos represent in excess of 76 percent of the general youth
population, they represent only 47 percent of all committed youth
in public institutions. For Hispanics, they are 17 percent of the
population, but are over 27 percent of the committed youth. For
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blacks, they are 4 percent of our population, but in excess of 15
percent of the committed youth.

In the fall of 1990, the National Council for Juvenile and Family
Court Judges issued a study entitled Minority Youth in the Juve-
nile Justice System. Their study concluded, "There is factual data
to support the premise that minority youth are overly-represented
in the juvenile justice system." The data further suggests a trend
that minority youth face a greater chance of beconung more in-
volved in the system as they progress through the juvenile justice
system.

This study and my experience suggest we do the following to
reduce the overrepresentation of minority youth. Chief Fulwood
suggested that this year 69 juveniles were arrested for murder in
Washington, DC. This year, I have tried 12 murder cases myself as
a juvenile judge.

Judges cannot be reactive; we must be proactive. Far too often, a
judge sits back and lets the cases come to them. It cannot happen;
it can't go on that way. No. 1, we need to educate juvenile justice
professionals on the problem of overincarceration rate of minority
youth. This is not an adult court for kids, but a juvenile court
exists, and we cannot arrest and remove our future without trying
to help our future. We must educate and sensitize these same pro-
fessionals on the cultural and ethnic differences of minority youth.

No. 3, we need to involve the parents of minority youth in the
disposition and rehabilitation of minority youth. No. 4, we need to
force parental involvement when a child is in the juvenile justice
system. No. 5, juvenile justice professionals must recognize that
specific programs must be developed and directed at parents.

No. 6, programs must be developed that include every aspect of
the juveniles life. His or her delinquency does not exist in a
vacuum. As Chief Fulwood suggested, there are risk factors that we
all know about. The community, the school, businesses and courts
must collaborate on programs that are not independent but collec-
tive in working with minority youth.

We must decentralize and localize detention and commitment fa-
cilities, We must reduce their size and increase their expertise.
Home detention, electronic monitoring, intensive supervision, and
providing extensive support services are part of the answer.

Overlap programs that recognize and treat the environmental
factors that affect minority youthwe must reemphasize the im-
portance of the juvenile court and its mission, and must reduce the
growing trend to transfer juvenile court cases to the adult court
simply because the juveniles may commit very serious offenses.

No. 10, we must appropriate program-specific funding for local
juvenile courts to treat juveniles who are drug and alcohol abusers,
sexual abusers and gang members, but we should be cautious. We
cannot throw money away at every pie-in-the-sky idea that sounds
good or has a charismatic leader. We must be cautious in where we
put our money and monitor the spending of that money. We must
develop specific programs that will capture the needed statistics so
we can track the number of overrepresented youth and see wheth-
er or not programs are successful.

Thank you.
Senator KOHL. Thank you, Judge.
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Mr. Le Fiore.

STATEMENT OF LARRY LeFLORE
Mr. LEFwax. Senator Kohl, thank you, and thank your staff and

this committee for having me to appear at this particular hearing.
Please be aware that I and others with whom I work and organiza-
tions that I represent are most appreciative of the high visibility
that this subcommittee is giving to juvenile justice, and specifically
minority overrepresentation in the juvenile justice system.

Senator Kohl, we have a crisis. We have a crisis with the over-
representation of minorities in the juvenile justice system, and that
crisis will affect not only the minorities involved, but this society, if
we do not begin to do something to develop strategies to ameliorate
the conditions that lead to the overrepresentation of minorities.

Overrepresentation of minorities exists at every stage of the juve-
nile justice system. Looking at arrests, in 1989 whites accounted for
69.5 percent of arrests in this country; blacks, 28.1 percent; Native
Americans, 1.0 percent; Asian-Pacific Americans, 1.4 percent.

With respect to detention, there was a total increase of 15 per-
cent in the detention rate between 1985 and 1989. While the
number of nonHispanic white youth held in short-term public de-
tention facilities increased by only 1 percent, the number of black
and Hispanic youth in these facilities increased by more than 30
percent, and that was 30 percent for black, specifically, 81 percent
for Hispanics, and 33 percent for other minorities.

In addition to that, if you look at the detention process, the de-
tention process impacts negatively upon those children who are de-
tained as opposed to those who are not detained. For example,
studies from Howard Snyder and others out of the National Center
for Juvenile Justice in Pittsburgh, PA, using juvenile court data
suggests that detained children have a greater chance of more
formal processing, meaning that their cases most likely will be pe-
titioned, compared to those who are not detained.

Specifically, children who are detained--79 percent of them will
have formal processing, compared to 42 percent of those who are
not detained. And if minority children are overrepresented in the
detention process, then they therefore will have more formal proc-
essing through the courts.

Detained delinquents were five times more likely to be trans-
ferred to adult courts than those children who are not detained,
and this, I think, is a major concern. I think it is a crisis. I haven't
researched it at this point, but I am told that one of our 50 States
has more children, more persons under 18, in its adult facilities
than its juvenile facilities, and I think this is as a result of transfer
processes. In that State, if it is true, that particular State has an
upper age limit of 18, at which time children come within the juris-
diction of the adult court. So, again, I think we have a crisis. We
need to monitor these situations more closely. We need defmitely
to look at the transferrinif process.

Children who are detained also are six times more likely to be
placed out of home than children who are not detained, and 50 per-
cent more likely to be placed on forrenl nrobation. With respect to
public juvenile facilities, the Study for Children in Custody, a 1989
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report, indicates that 14 percent more children were in closed
public facilities in 1989 when compared to 1985.

Minority youthblacks, Hispanics and other racesconstituted
60 percent of those children in public custody fucilities. From 1987
to 1989, nonminority populations showed a 5-percent decrease,
while the minority population showed an increase of 13 percent.
Again, I think we h.ave a crisis.

One of the =Or concerns and factors that impact upon the de-
tention and the incarceration of minority children is the use of
drugs. One particular study indicated that, for instance, between
1985 and 1987 there was a 1-percent increase in drug arrests
among juveniles, when at the same time juveniles detained for
drug offenses increased by 21 percent. There are other studies
which indicate that when looking at the impact of drugs, minority
children will be more likely detained than will the mrkjority mem-
bership child.

Let me just point out some things. In contrast, the number of
drug cases handled by the courts increased by only 1 percent be-
tween 1985 and 1987, while the number of detained drug cases in-
creased by 21 percent. This increase in admissions for detention fa-
cilities therefore reflects a substantial change in how juvenile
courts respond to drug offense cases. As a result, the characteris-
tics of detained youth also change.

Although the number of white youth detained annually re-
mained constant between 1985 and 1986, the number of nonwhite
youth admitted to detention centers rose by 13 percent, primarily
the result of the large increase in the number of nonwhite youth
detained for drug offenses.

Between 1985 and 1986, the number of white youth referred to
court for a drug law violation declined by 6 percent, while the
number of nonwhite youth referred for a drug offense rose by 42
percent. This increase in referrals, coupled with the courts' greater
likelihood of detaining drug cases, resulted in a 71-percent rise in
the number of nonwhite youth detained for drug offenses.

The growin,, drug problem and the resulting change in the
courts' response to drug offense cases are major factors in the sub-
stantial increase in the number of nonwhite youth detained by ju-
venile courts. Again, my concern is that with detention comes a
more punitive processing by the courts, and if minority children
have a greater likelihood for detention, you can expect there will
be more of them incarcerated at the back end of the system.

The National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges has a
very .trong commitment to the fair treatment of juveniles and fam-
ilies in juvenile courts across this country. Their particular concern
was formally expressed when the Courcil, during the presidency of
the honorable Romaine Turner Powell, initiated a systematic and
scholarly effort to collect data that would culminate in the Coun-
cil's judicial response to minority youth in the juvenile justice
system. This process was nurtured by Judge Reader out of Ohio.

The data collected indicates that there is a need for a systematic
effort in addressing this particular problem. The problem is not
with the judiciary; the problem is in our society. The problem is
visibly noticed at the arrest stage, the transfer stage, the adjudica-
tory stage, the dispositional stage and the institutional stage.
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The problem does not just exist with our criminal justice system
or our juvenile justice system, but exists within our society as our
society relates to economic factors, economic conditions, cultural
differences or the lack of sensitivity to cultural diversity The pr
lem exists within our society as it relates to the lack of funds to
deal with problem children and children who are in trouble.

If there is a desire to really address the problem at this particu-
lar level, I think we must commit ourselves to that particular
effort. We must commit ourselves to saving children. Several per-
sons that I have read and studied have indicated in the recent past
that children are the new bastards of our society, and I wonder if
that is true. I hope not, but the way things are going, it seems very
true that we are giving very little time, very little resources to the
problems of children.

Thank you.
Senator KOHL. Thank you, Dr. Le Fiore.
Dr. Williams.

STATEMENT OF DR. CAROL WILLIAMS

Ms. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Senator Kohl. It is my pleasure to be
here today, and I want to commend the committee for examining
this issue. I come from a community where youngsters are incar-
cerated at very high rates. I am a parent of two young men, and
for both personal and professional reasons this phenomenon is of
concern to me.

I am not a juvenile justice specialist. I come with a good deal of
experience in the child welfare system and a good deal of attention
to differential patterns in the delivery of service to families and
children of color.

I would basically like to share with you some of my perspectives
about the dynamics of overrepresentation in the child welfare
system because I think there are parallel issues in terms of the op-
eration of the juvenile justice system.

Overrepresentation of minority families and children is not
unique to the juvenile justice system, but we see it in the child wel-
fare system; we also see it in the special education system and to
some extent in the mental health system.

Overrepresentation, I think, is a complicated issue and there has
been some attention to it within the public child welfare system.
When we look at the outcomes for children of colorblack chil-
dren, Hispanic children, Native American children and Asian chil-
drenwhat we find is they are much more likely to be placed.
They are in-placed, obviously, at disproportional rates. The dura-
tion of time in placement is significantly longer than that for chil-
dren of European descent. Minority youngsters in the system are
more likely to experience multiple placements, which has conse-
quences for their psychosocial development which begin to damage
their personalities.

I think the dynamics of overrepresentation are very complex. I
think they are complex because many of these children, as other
panelists have indicated, come to the systems out of very difficult
life situations. Kind of the convergence of unsafe environments and
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social and economic stressors makes life a real challenge for their
families.

At the same time, our service delivery systems are mandated to
help these youngsters and their families and to provide protection
and remedy for their situation& What we find when we examine
the internal operation is that often systems designed to help chil-
dren and their families disserve them, and particularly when they
are children of minority status.

Looking at the child welfare system, there are six or seven dy-
namics that speak to the disservice and speak to what the judge
described as benign racism. First of all, decisionmaking clearly
within child welfare systems, and I think in other service delivery
systems, is inconsistent. It is more influenced by the worker's back-
ground than the facts of the situation, so that there is a real oppor-
tunity for a range of biases in values to influence decisions about
the level of danger that the child is either subject to or provokes in
a community, the level of intervention that is required, and the as-
sessment of the actual functioning of the child and his family.

The second major dynamic we see is that once children are in a
service delivery system, the access to services is unequal. It has
been clearly documented in some mid-1980's studies of the child
welfare system that black and Hispanic children see their workers
less often than children of European descent. Parents see the work-
ers.less often, and when you examine the actual linkage of children
to specific services, black and Hispanic children are less likely to
receive specific services within a community than are children of
European descent.

The issue of services also raises the issue of cultural and linguis-
tic appropriateneEe of services. Often, children and their families
are linked to services that are not knowledgeable about, respectful
of, or responsive to the cultural and linguistic backgrounds of chil-
dren.

Another pattern that we see in the child welfare system, and I
would speculate transfers to other service delivery systems, is that
we give children and families what we have as opposed to what
they need. A recent study of black children in foster care conduct-
ed by the National Black Child Development Institute indicated
that a major proportion of the children in foster care and their
families needed housing and drug treatment, but what we gave
them was the counseling that we had. There was not a fit between
what families needed and the service response.

Perhaps even more distressing to me as a professional is some
data that came out of a small study we did of children in foster
care in North Carolina. One of the findings that we had not antici-
pated was that when you asked the people who were the major
decisionmakers in the lives of children what their expectations
were for change in a family, 75 percent of the decisionmakers
that is, social workers, supervisors and judgesindicated that they
did not expect change. When you do not believe in your client's ca-
pacity to change, you will invest very little in terms of resources,
time and commitment.

Let me just say in conclusion that as you think about the impli-
cations of this, which is mostly child welfare data for the juvenile
justice system, there are several suggestions that I would make.
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First, we need to monitor the experiencewhen I say experience,
I mean the process and the outcomes of service deliveryby groups
so that we can keep tracking the patterns within the system and
begin to combat the biases that exist.

Second, I think we need to create incentives to avoid placement
system-wide and to develop more community-based interventions.
One of the things that we know clearly, as indicated by previous
testimony, is that comprehensive, intensive community-based serv-
ices work for families under stress, and more of those are required.

I think we need to consider funding model initiatives to reduce
the overrepresentation of children. I think consideration ought to
be given to the training of juvenile justice staff around cultural
and linguistic issues in service delivery.

There is tremendous work to be done, but in my own community
vast numbers of children are being lost to a system that is designed
to help them.

Senator KOHL. Thank you, Dr. Williams.
Dr. O'Donnell.

STATEMENT OF DR. CLIFFORD WDONNELL

Mr, O'DONNELL Good morning, &nator Kohl, and thank you
very much for inviting me here to testify at this important hear-
ing. As others have noted, I also wish to offer my appreciation very
much for your interest in these issues of juvenile justice.

I have really two points I want to make this morning. First, I
would like to offer my support for what I hope is a growing trend
toward community-based programs as opposed to institution pro-
grams. That support is based largely on two factors. The first is
that our experience and our research data have clearly shown that
institutional programs in juvenile justice have failed; they have not
reduced recidivism.

Second, there is a major cost factor. Community-based programs
are much cheaper to operate than institutional programs are. On
one State on which we have some figures, secure facilities cost $164
per day, while outreach and tracking programs are running about
$24 per day. So it is much cheaper, and I think they have a much
greater potential for effectiveness.

In fact, I think what I would like to say is that institution pro-
grams are inherently unable to be effective. So I think the commu-
nity-based programs have much greater potential. Our first rule
should be, do no harm. In effect, what we are doing now is we are
paying a great deal of money to do harm. Our institutional pro-
grams are, in fact, I believe, doing harm to our youth that are
placed there.

The second point I would like to make is that while community-
based programs are necessary, they are not sufficient. We must
look beyond just not doing harm, but also how we can increase the
effectiveness of these programs, and I think there are two factors
that might be able to do that.

One is we can examine our programs to see how we can reduce
the social contact among youth that are placed in these programs.
One of the things that we are doing now in many of our programs
is bringing youth who are at higher risk for delinquency together
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and often placing them in programs with youth who are involved
in delinquency.

Clearly, we do not prevent delinquency by introducing and allow-
ing to form friendships with other youth who are involved in
delinquency. But, in effect, that is what some of our programs are
doing now. So I think we could increase the effectiveness of our
programs by trying to redesign them so as to reduce unnecessary
social contact among youth that are involved in these activities,
and I think our research data clearly shows that.

The second thingand this particularly addresses the issue of
overrepresentation of minorities in the juvenile justice systemis I
think we could take a look at what I would call culturally designed
programs. We have a number of examples of those in the education
field. In Hawaii, for example, there have been programs that have
increased the achievement scores of native Hawaiians to national
norms by using culturally designed programs. And by that, I don't
mean just being culturally sensitive, but using the linguistic modes
of the culture in the program and the ways in which people oper-
ate, the way they carry out their activities of everyday life, the
way they are socially organized, and incorporate those features into
the programs to increase their e7ectiveness.

We have also been involved in progrvms, some of my colleagues,
in designing similar programs with Navajos in Arizona. Many of us
at the Center for Youth Research at the liniversity of Hawaii have
been involved in training Peace Corps volunteers in Micronesia to
develop culturally designed programs for youth in Micronesia. I
think the same thing could be done with our juvenile justice pro-
grams.

So I would encourage, then, in terms of where we look to the
futureone is to encourage community-based programs; and, two,
then to start taking a look at the effectivens of those programs,
and pErticularly take a look at the social network effects, monitor
them, see what is happening with them, try to then redesign the
programs so that they are reducing contacts of youth with other
youth involved in delinquency; and, second, take a look at the cul-
tural factors of that program and see if we can't culturally design
those programs so that they are more in tune with the cultural
ways of the people whom they are designed to serve.

Thank you.
Senator KOHL. Thank you very much, Dr. O'Donnell.
I would like to direct this discussion to the panel. Two things

seem to come out hereat least two things. One is the importance
of community-based programs, and in connection with the overrep-
resentation of minorities in the system, one of the things that
comes out is the fact that they are not adequately represented to
begin with.

Do you agree, disagree? What do we do about that? Judge Rami-
rez, is it a fact that the minority population to begin with is not
adequately represented in court, and that starts out their overrep-
resentation in the system?

Judge RAMIREZ. I would say that that is probably a correct state-
ment.

Senator KOHL. Well, let me just pause so I understand. If it isn't
that, then why are they more involved in the whole system than

:7
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whites? If, in fact, they are adequately represented, or if they
would be adequately represented at the outset, then wouldn't they
have the same representation in the system as whites?

Judge Ramnua. Part of the problem is they do not receive qual-
ity, competent representation. I would say over 80 percent of the
juveniles I see in court are represented by public defenders. Far too
often, they are newly licensed attorneys, as are the district attor-
neys. They have no knowledge or experience working with the ju-
venile court or juveniles. It is more or less a training ground for
them to move on to the adult court system.

So I think part of the problem is once they get into the system,
they are less likely to get out because they don't receive the neces-
sary competent counsel that other people would have. The attor-
neys don't have the time, the resources, the enera or the knowl-
edge to do anything with those juveniles. So that is part of the
problem, and I do think we need to do something about that.

Senator Kom. Any further comment on that, because that is
right at the beginning of the whole process right there?

Judge RAMIREZ. Right.
Senator Korn.. They are not adequately represented initially

when the come to court.
Judge RmEz. Yes.
Senator Koff'. Does everybody agree with that? Any comment

you want to make on that?
Mr. LEFLoax. Again, I think at the court process, at the adjudica-

tory stage, maybe that is true, but I think, in my opinion, the prob-
lem starts at the arrest

Senator KOHL Pardon me?
Mr. LEFLoxs. The problem starts at the arrest stage, and if there

are more minorities arrested, then there are going to be more mi-
norities caught up in the system at every stage after that. But I do
agree that Owl is a major problem.

I found, and a number of researchers find, that there is less dis-
cretion at the adjudicatory stage than at other stages. Judges deal
with those cases that are presented before them, in my opinion,
and from other researchers. They are following the law, you know,
if you want to use that term. But the greater factor is at the discre-
tion stage or the police officer, the arrest.

Senator KOHL All right. Any further discussion that we need to
place or any further discussion that we need to have on the impor-
tance of community-based systems rather than institutionalization?
Let us talk about that, Dr. Williams.

Ms. WiLuards. Let me make two comments.
First of all, I think that when we talk community-based, we need

to be talking both youth and parent because a number of parents
need assistance in managing their children.

Judge Bauman. Senator, if I could respond to the issue of lack of
competent counsel, I think one of the problems that we have and
one of the things that I am trying to do is we don't train lawyers
how to effectively represent different sorts of people. We train law-
yers to practice areas of law that are probably more glamorous
than the juvenile court, and I think there has to be a reemphasis
and dedication on the part of the law schools to train attorneys to
represent the less glimorous peopie in society.
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One of the things that I am trying to do right now with the law
school in Colorado is to get them to create a juvenile justice clinic
to train attorneys at that level to become child advocates. This past
year, I taught a course in juvenile justice at CU in Boulder. It was
the first time that course had been taught where the students actu-
ally went to the various detention facilities and met the inmates
and met the kids there and saw what it was like.

I think from that experience I found a number of students who
were more willing to get into that field than existed before. We
need to emphasize that. We need to create a desire and demand
from society that the law schools go in that dire,tion with their
students, and I think that could come from on high. I think the
Federal Government, in giving money to these various law schools,
could mandate or dictate that they create guardian ad litem pro-
grams, juvenile justice programs; make that part of the curriculum
so that we have a growing body of attorneys who can effectively
represent juveniles because it doesn't happen right now. I think
that is one direction we can go with that thought.

Senator Kom.. You alluded to a system which you think is laced
with a phrase that you described as benign racism.

Judge RAMIREZ. Right.
Senator KOHL Would you tell us a little bit about what you

mean?
Judge RAMIREZ. I don't think the people who work with juveniles

intentionally want to place minority youth in the juvenile justice
system, but it is all part of the risk factors, the lack of cultural and
ethnic knowledge that creates decisions by people who deal with
youth that put more minority youth in the court system.

They see them coming from single-parent homes. They have no
training, no schooling; they are oftentimes on welfare. And they
see those risk factors and they just assume certain things will
happen with them. They don't intentionally see a black youth or a
brown youth, but they see the risk factors and they don't think
anything can develop positively from that, and that is what I
meant by benign. It is not intentional on their part, but it is so in-
grained in the social service system, in the probation service
system and the court system that it just happens.

You automatically add up the risk factors and this is what we
have to do with that youth. We have to get them to think on a
broader perspective with these kids. You just can't see these risk
factors and assume the worst possible consequence for them, and
that is what I meant by that.

Senator KOHL Dr. Williams?
Ms. WILLIAMS. One of the mechanisms that we are looking at in

the children's services areas in a number of States is creating the
opportunity to fund community-based services and family-based
services for youngsters by allowing States flexibility to move their
placement dollars, to redeploy them for community-based services.

My comment really ties in to Mr. O'Donnell's comments about
the amount of money we spend for institutions and out-of-home
care. So what we are beginning to see in children's services is a di-
version of those placement dollars to more community-based serv-
ices which are much more cost effective, and that kind of thinking
is one of the financing opportunities that 1 think may be available.
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Senator KOHL Dr. O'Donnell.
Mr. O'DONNELL. I would also just like to comment that the State

of Utah is serving as a model for the State of Hawaii in the devel-
opment of community-based programs, and I think the State of
Utah has one of the best developed systems and we should be
taking a look at how they have developed that system as a model
for other States as well.

Senator KOHL. All right.
Mr. O'DoNNELL The State of Hawaii, as of next Monday, July I,

will be beginning the process to switch to community-based pro-
grams from their current institutional program.

Senator Kom.. Here at the Federal level, as you know, we have a
Federal Office of Juvenile Justice, with a chairman, and we also
have a Subcommittee on Juvenile Justice with myself as chairman.
Could you tell me v«hat are the one or two things that you need to
have us do forthwith to help you in your efforts?

Mr. LEFLORE. Senator Kohl, there are several things. If I may
limit them to two or three, I think more important than a number
of things we have dealt with specifically is the need for a compre-
hensive national family health plan in this country. If your par-
ticular committee can in any way support that particular effort, I
think we would be far ahead.

I hear many people talking about the importance of family. I
hear many people talk about the importance of parents as role
models, but I hear very few people talking about a comprehensive
family plan or policy in this country. When I mention family
health policies in this country to people, they say, well, we have
mental health, but I think mental health does not address family
issues as a family health plan would. I think that would be preven-
tive in a number of ways not only for minority children but for ma-
jority children and for mothers and fathers or men and women as
well.

I think, also, if you could in some way help to monitor what is
happening within juvenile justice at the arrest stage, at the adjudi-
catory stage, dispositional stage, that would be most helpful. And I
think what is needed in a number of ways is, in additional to what
we call cultural sensitivity, also cultural competency being reflect-
ed in the policies of those agencies serving children, whether those
agencies be with children's services attached to a welfare depart-
ment or probation services attached to a department of youth serv-
ices. I think we need to monitor those things, and we need definite-
ly to have cultural competency within the policies and regs of those
agencies.

I think, also, if there is anything that can be done to help to es-
tablish advocacy for childrenthere are people working with chil-
dren and, in my opinion, as I talk with them across this country,
they don't necessarily identify with the juvenile justice philosophy
or issues that I think are juvenile justice issues and philosophical
tenets.

I find them acquiescing and a number of times identifying with
the more punitive-minded persons, persons who are attached with
the adult criminal justice systems. I find probation officers a
number of times making recommendations that are much more pu-
nitive and in line with the adult criminal justice system than with
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the juvenile. It is as if they are afraid or not willing to be advocates
for children, and I think children need advocates today more than
ever before, in my opinion. Maybe we need to resurrect or redesign
a child-saving movement of some sort, but definitely we need to
give more time, more resources to children.

Senator KOHL What can we do here at the Federal level, Dr.
Williams?

MS. WILLIAMS. I would add to that list a real attention to picking
high-risk youngsters up early in- terms of prevention and early
intervention. Most of our systems often enter too late with too few
resources, so I would add to that list early intervention.

A second notion that no one has talked about is that I think that
the communities of color from which these children come have to
be part of the solution, and there has to be more community-based
planning, neighborhood-based planning, dialogue and participation.
'I'roubled kids cannot just be handed off to a service delivery
system, but we need to look at the networks within communities
and engage them particularly in the early intervention and preven-
tion strategies.

Senator KOHL. Dr. O'Donnell?
Mr. O'DONNELL I think there are any number of things that

could be done. I would urge support for gun control efforts, for ex-
ample, to reduce the availability of guns to youth in our communi-
ties. I would support the United Nations Convention on the Rights
of the Child. I think that is a very important document symbolical-
ly for the United States, as well as for other countries.

And, of course, the issue that I have been talking about this
morning is funding and support for programs to develop communi-
ty-based programs that are culturally designed or culturally appro-
priate or with cultural capacitywe are all using different words
this morning, but I think we all mean the same thingand that
reduce contact among youth who are at high risk for delinquency.

Senator KOHL. Let me ask this question. Is it fair to state that
where you have two parents in the home and they are both doing
their very best in a reasonably intelligent way to work with their
children that that. is the best atmosphere-1 mean, that is the
number one thing. If we could have one wish list, that would be the
number one thing that we would want to see happen?

Ms. WILMAMS. Let me respond to that because I think that we all
want children to have two parents, to have stability, to be reared
by people who are knowledgeable about nurturing and supporting
them and educating them. The reality is that that is not the case
in this country any longer.

If you look at the percentage of children who will go from zero to
18 with the same two parents as their primary caretakers, the pro-
portion is dramatically low. So I think the question for us becomes
not only how do we recreate these kinds of family structures, but
how do we support kids who find themselves growing up in families
with one parent in communities that are often disadvantaged com-
munities, because that is the reality of many of the children that
come into this system.

For me, I think the question is what supports do we need to build
in for families as they are today, and what can we do to create the
opportunity for more two-parent families in the future. For me, the

3
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strategy is finding ways to help these young people grow up to be
solid young people, no matter what their family structure is at this
point in time, because if they are not solid, if they are not well
raised, they can't create families well when they laecome people
who are capable of childbearing. So I think we have to address
families in the future, but supports for families today so our kids
can become whole.

Senator Korn.. So you are saying the answer ta my question is,
theoretically, yes., but that is not the reality and we have to deal
with the reality, and that is not the stable two-parent family in
many, many cases that we used to know?

Ms. WiLuAlas. That is r*ht. I think that is right.
Senator KOHL. Yes, Dr. LeFlore?
Mr. LEFLORE. As a family therapist and family sociologist, I defi-

nitely agree with that. I just would like to say that the two-parent
family is an ideal. We really have not had the nAjority of our fami-
lies living up to that ideal. Looking at our minority families
throughout history, you know, in some cases there has been one
parent in some cases.

So I think the concept of family health should take into consider-
ation multiple family forms and look at not only the structure, but
look at the function, and I say that in relationship to some studies
that I have dealt with which indicate that economics is a more im-
portant factor than the two parents being in the home.

An intact family may not be in some cases a more powerful
factor than economics in the socialization or the training of chil-
dren and keeping them out of trouble with the law. So I think eco-
nomics is an issue, and in that comprehensive family form or con-
cept economics should be dealt with, in addition to structure.

Ms. WILLIAMS. Let me just say that much of our work in sociolo-
gy and psychology of the family has focused on families who do not
function well. We rarely do studies of single-parent families that
function well and try to understand how they function.

But I just want to go on record saying that there are many
single-parent families who do very well by their children. General-
ly, those are not the children that come into the child welfare and
juvenile justice system, but we need to understand how they func-
tion so we can better support those other families.

Senator KOHL. All right. Let me ask this question, then, and just
follow up on that because the familyyou know, we talk about
family. Given that we don't have stable two-parent families in
many, many cases doing their job, and that is the beginning and
the root cause of many of these problemsbut you are suggesting
that we have many one-parent families that are doing the job, and
as a result their children don't appear in court nearly so often.

Is that essential to keeping the kids out of the juvenile justice
system? If we are dealing with a one-parent family, how important
is it that that one parent be doing a good job?

Mr. LEFLORE. It is very important, it is very important.
MS. WILLIAMS. There is no question, it is the quality of the par-

enting.
Senator KOHL. OK, but I want to say this. What is the risk

factor, in your opinion, when you get down to a fam;ly, whether it
is two- or one-parent, where neither parent is doing the job that we
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need to have done in terms of parenting, inculcating values, and so
on? Now, are we dealing with an enormous risk factor?

Ms. WuLiAms. Absolutely, absolutely.
Senator KOHL. I mean, now you are dealing with a risk factor

which is so high that you almost have to just absolutely get ready
to take over the responsibilities?

Ms. Wm,' Azits. There are two-parent families that fail their chil-
dren.

Senator KOHL. Yes.
Ms. WILLIAMS. There are single-parent families that fail their

children.
Senator KOHL. But statistics
Ms. WiLuAms. I couldn't pull the statistics; I would have to go

back and look at that. I mean, we see children in all of our sys-
tems. We see many single-parent families, but all child-serving sys-
tems also see troubled kids where there are two adults in the
household, so that this issue of family stress and family dysfunc-
tion is not an issue owned exclusively by single-parent families.

Senator KOHL. Sure.
Ms. WI- mime. I think the broad question for us as a society and

as a government is what do we need to do to assure that families
can protect and nurture their kids, and I think this is what Mr.
Le Fiore was speaking to, and that is a broad issue. It becomes a
greater issue for families of color because there is the convergence,
often, of poverty, very troubled neighborhoods, and single parent-
hood.

But I think the picture that I would like to communicate to this
subcommittee is that it is a complex interaction of factors and
there is no single magic bullet. In a way, as a society, we have
failed our families because we don't have a strong family policy. I
think the findings yesterday of the National Commission on Chil-
dren speak to some of the issues that children have that flow out of
capacity of parents and supports to parents.

Judge RAMIREZ. Senator, if I coulicl respond to th t, I think, if I
understand your question, you have hit on the important point. We
keep talking about programs for kids. That doesn't solve anything.
We can remove the child from the home, place him in an mstitu-
tion. We can have a great community program, but eventually that
child is going to go back home to that family, whether it is one
parent or two; he is going to live in that neighborhood.

The question is do we involve the parents in whatever we do
with the kids, and if you don'tif anyone approaches you uri, h a
program that just deals with kids, I will tell you that program is
doomed to fail because the kid did not come from a vacuum. He
came from that home environment and that neighborhood.

If the parent can't parent, if the parent has dysfunctions they
can't deal with, whether it is drugs or alcohol or education or lack
of ,job skills, we will never do anything worthwhile to improve that

Senator KOHL. I think that is a very important statement for me
to understand and to determine whether there is any disagreement
with that an this panel, Judge Ramirez said you can put the kid
into whatever program you want, but if you are not going to take
him permanently out of the home, if he goes back there to the
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same environment and to the same parent or parents, you are
going to have an enormously high recurrence of the same prob-
lems. Now, is that a fair statement?

Mr. LEFLoaz. I defmitely identify with that statement. I worked
in the juvenile justice system beginning in 1971. I worked in an in-
stitution for delinquent children. I worked as a probation officer. I
was an intake officer. I supervised 17 counties of youth court activi-
ty for a particular State.

One of my major concerns was that, as a probation officer, we
were working from 9 to 5 and the children were out there on the
street. We were having children come to us for counseling, come to
our offices for counseling. I found that ineffective.

When I started going to the community, to the basketball court
and supervising my kids, I began to have a difference in response
from those kids because I was going to their turf, and not only was
I dealing with that child on my roll, but I was dealing with his
friends, his siblings and sometimes his parents.

I began to recognize that if I do not continue that and other pro-
bation officers don't do similar things, it may be as if I am walking
down the street, I see a piece of cloth in the gutter. It seems to be
silk; it is soiled. I pick it up, I dust it off, I wash it, I perfume it,
and if I drop it back there, it is going to become soiled again.

Senator KoHL. Yes.
Mr LEFLORE. There is a need to deal with where those kids are.
Senator KOHL. Let me just go back to what I asked a minute ago.

In the absence of adequate, good parenting, whether it is two or
one, we are in big trouble. Other than radical solutions, like taking
kids out of homes entirely and putting them into other permanent
settingsin the absence of that, I am hearing you say the recidi-
vism, the recurrence rate is just too high for us to be able to live
with.

Judge RAMIREZ. Senator, one of the things that we--
Senator KOHL. Dr. Williams saidand you are rightthere is

not a silver bullet and there are so many problems and so many
different situations that need to be addressed, you can't just finger
one and say that is the answer. But I do hear you saying, and I
have the sense myself, that in the absence of a parent or two par-
ents who know what it means to parent successfully, that child, no
matter what program you put him or her intoas long as they go
back home to the same neighborhood, they are going to get in the
same problems all over again at such a high rate that we really
aren't getting at the core.

Dr. LeFlore, you are saying yes?
Mr. LEFLORE. Yes, I agree with you.
Ms. WILLIAMS. Let me just say that we have had some experience

working with States that are dealing with very multiproblem fami-
lies, and what we are finding is there is a set of program character-
istics that seem to be helpful in helping families solve their prob-
lems and keeping kids at home.

One is that programs, as Dr. LeFlore mentioned, are in the home
or in the community; that services are provided in the home or in
the community; that they are intensive, so that there is access to
those services for 24 hours. When there is a crisis, the service pro-
vider can respond.
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Third, those programs attempt to identify and build on the
strengths of families. Part of the work I did around the expecta-
tionspeople ignored the strengths of families and their capacity
to change. Another characteristic of those programs was that they
focused on empowering families to solve their own problems. That
has been well documented that those kinds of investments in fami-
lies, even very troubled families, make a difference in the way they
function and t 'ae way their children function. So as we talk com-
munity-based, that ought to be part of what we are talking about.

Judge RAmmxz. If I could add to that, one of the things that we
did in my State is adopt a parental responsibility program. Now,
that is not a punitive-based statute or law. A lot of programs that
are defined as parental responsibility programs go after the puni-
tive aspect, punish the parents. The program we have in our State
requires that if the parent of a juvenile has any dysfunction, no
matter what it is, and the court feels that some training, counsel-
ing or parenting skills are necessary, the parent must go through
that training or skill program.

Then we are not dealing with the juvenile in a vacuum; we are
dealing with the whole family. So if the parent has a drug or alco-
hol abuse problem, they need to go into a program that will deal
with that, and I think that is what you have to tie any dollars to. If
the program just works with the kids, that is fine, but if you don't
incorporate some responsibility on the parent, then I don't think
the program will succeed at all.

I think on a Federal level, if you can tie funds to involving the
familyparenting skills, responsibilityI think it would be far
more effective than just giving money away to programs that deal
with kids.

Senator KOHL_ What is the risk factor where you have a one-
parent family and that parent is not working?

Ms. WILLIAMS. I can't answer that. I mean, we talk about risk
factors and we don't have any great probability.

Senator KOHL. Right.
Ms. WiLumeis. I think the question you are asking is a question

which really says, first of all, what is the impact of economics on a
family. But, second, I think we have to also be willing to look at
the fact that there can be nonworking low-income families that
still parent well, and so we have to ask both of those questions in
order to begin to look at the risk.

But that is a difficult question to answer. I mean, all of these
questionswe are struggling around the interaction of money,
work, parenting, social environment, and a range of other stres-
sors, and it is difficult to give a simple answer, Senator Kohl.

Senator KOHL Is it clear, that in terms of our budgeting and how
we spend Federal dollars, looking at the future generation that we
are raising up and what is happening, that we are making tremen-
dous mistakes in not investing properly in seeing to it that the gen-
eration that is coming up is being raised properly, and that the
dollar penalties that we are going to be payingforget about all
the social problems; we all understand that. We are so bad in what
we are doing here that we almost have to take a look at ourselves
and ask ourselves what are we doing. It doesn't make any sense.

Ms. WiLuAms. That is right.
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Senator KOHL. Is that a fair statement, Dr. O'Donnell?
Mr. O'Dom*Ku.. I think we all agree with that, yes.
Senator Korn,. It doesn't make any sense. And is it fair to say

the reason it is occurring is because there is at the elected official
level, whether it is Federal, State or local, an unwillingness or an
inability to make the kinds of investments with public tax dollars
and public accountability, the results of which won't be known
until those public officials are out of office, and they don't want to
do that? They want to make investments that willis that part of
the problem, being it is so easy to understand what we are doing
here, and ask ourselves, well, why are we doing this?

Do you think part of the answer is that we are loathe to make
investments, the payoff of which is beyond that time we are going
to be in office?

Mr. O'DONNELL We are also, I think, making the wrong invest-
ments. We are investing a great deal of money in programs that
are failinginstitutional programs, in the example that we are
talking about this morning. So, yes, we should be investing in
many more things with children and families, but we also should
be examining investments we are already making and why they
are failing and why we continue to fund them in the face of that
failure.

Senator Kom... I guess the question is, finally, how do you change
this behavior. You know, we are here to try and move off the dime.
How do you change the behavior in which we are engaged? I don't
mean with the kids; I mean at this level of making decisions in
planning and allocating resources and programs. How do you
change this behavior? There is a vote, so we have about 5 more
minutes and then our hearing is over.

Judge RAMIREZ. I think something needs to be done to cause us
to think about kids at every issue at every funding source. Some-
thing as tangential as our $2 billion airport in Denver will affect
kids. There has not been one program thought of or developed that
would require the construction people out there to hire inner-city
or juvenile court kids. Those are high-paying jobs, anywhere from
15 to $25 an hour.

We are talking about the investment in the future of Colorado
and Denver in building that airport, and yet no one wants to invest
that money in the future of our youth by starting training pro-
grams at that airport for the inner-city youth.

Senator Kom.. When you say nobody wants to, why?
Judge RAMIREZ. Because kids don't vote and parents of indigent

kids don't vote. They have no constituency and no one cares, but
every dollar we spend goes and affects kids in some way or form.

Senator KOHL. You are egying it is the politics of it all?
Judge Roman. That is right.
Senator Korn- Yes?
Mr. LeFLoitx. You asked what can we do. I think it is a very

comprehensive process, but I think from my perspective one thing
we can do in an effort to change our philosophy or our approach
from reactive to proactive is, within the juvenile justice system, to
look at the privacy of records. Now, this is controversial, but as a
researcher I have attempted to look at how effective certain pro-
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grams are when children have been sentenced to, for instance,
family services in different courts.

But there is very little access to those data, so I don't know
whether those childrenand I don't think we generally know how
children are impacted by the various strategies that they are as-
signed to in the juvenile court. Maybe if there was some relaxing of
that particular ruleyou know, privacy of the juvenile court
recordsand a monitoring, at least periodically, of how those chil-
dren were processed, what happened in their cases, we maybe
could get some idea as to what was effective and what was not. I
think, you know, if we are reasonable, rational people, if we see
what was not effective, we should begin to change our strategy.

I worked with child abuse, some Children's Justice Act programs,
where we would look at child abuse type cases, and in some States
we don't know what happened to those children who were referred
to the welfare departments as abused children because of the priva-
cy-type thing.

WILuams. Related to this, one of the things that tends to
happen in terms of the way we examine the implementation of
public policy in the children's area is that we look at the process by
which kids are helped, but we don't look at the results. And it
would seem to me that one of the things that could begin to occur
in Federal policy is to establish certain kinds of performance out-
comes and outcomes related to the results for kids in families that
become the measuring stick by which programs are evaluated.

We are very good at counting the number of contacts, whether
court hearings were on time, and that kind of thing, but we never
ask the question, so what difference does it make. And so I would
recommend a real look at evaluating the outcomes of programs in
this area rather the process by which services are delivered.

Senator Kom... Dr. O'Donnell?
Mr. O'DoNNELL. I would just add that we could also marshal

what resources we do have and target high-risk neighborhoods.
Clearly, there are neighborhoods that are much higher risk for
youth than other neighborhoods. We were talking about parents a
few minutes ago, and one of the ways that good parenting helps is
to provide adult supervision. In the absence of that adult supervi
sion, kids then get in trouble in those neighborhoods.

So when parents are absent, either for reasons of employment or
single parenthood or they just don't have the trainingwhatever
the reason may be, one of the things we could be doing is examin-
ing those programs in those high-risk neighborhoods to see tha:.
they are providing adult supervision, albeit not parents, but never-
theless adult supervision for youth activities in those neighbor-
hoods.

Senator KOHL. Well, let me thank you all. You have really pro-
vided a very stimulating discussion and brought many important
points to bear on the entire subject. It will be very useful to me
and my subcommittee as we try and map some legislation, some
strategy, some action to try and remedy what is clearly one of the
most important, critical problems in our society today that we are
not addressing and not making sufficient progress onthe whole
question of young people in trouble.
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So thank you for coming, and I appreciate your time and your
insights.

This hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:47 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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